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ABSTRACT
Objective: To assess general practitioners’ (GPs’) information-seeking behaviour and perceived importance of sources of scientific medical information and to investigate associations with GP characteristics.

Design: A national cross-sectional survey was distributed electronically in December 2013.

Setting: Danish general practice.

Subjects: A population of 3440 GPs (corresponding to approximately 96% of all Danish GPs).

Main outcome measures: GPs’ use and perceived importance of information sources. Multilevel mixed-effects logit models were used to investigate associations with GP characteristics after adjusting for relevant covariates.

Results: A total of 1580 GPs (46.4%) responded to the questionnaire. GPs’ information-seeking behaviour is associated with gender, age and practice form. Single-handed GPs use their colleagues as an information source significantly less than GPs working in partnership practices and they do not use other sources more frequently. Compared with their younger colleagues, GPs aged above 44 years are less likely to seek information from colleagues, guidelines and websites, but more likely to seek information from medical journals. Male and female GPs seek information equally frequently. However, whereas male GPs are more likely than female GPs to find that pharmaceutical sales representative and non-refundable CME meetings are important, they are less likely to find that colleagues, refundable CME meetings, guidelines and websites are important.

Conclusion: Results from this study indicate that GP characteristics should be taken into consideration when disseminating scientific medical information, to ensure that patients receive medically updated, high-quality care.

KEY POINTS
- Research indicates that information-seeking behaviour is associated with GP characteristics. Further insights could provide opportunities for targeting information dissemination strategies.
- Single-handed GPs seek information from colleagues less frequently than GPs in partnerships and do not use other sources more frequently.
- GPs aged above 44 years do not seek information as frequently as their younger colleagues and prefer other information sources.
- Male and female GPs seek information equally frequently, but do not consider information sources equally important in keeping medically updated.

Introduction
General practitioners (GPs) make decisions on how to treat the vast majority of all health-related problems in society, including who should be referred to more comprehensive investigations or treatments. GPs are expected to base these decisions on the best available scientific evidence in combination with clinical expertise and patients’ needs and wishes thus practicing “evidence-based medicine”. This makes information seeking, defined as “the purposive seeking for information as a consequence of a need to satisfy some goal”, a fundamental premise for all GPs delivering
high-quality care. However, the knowledge base of
medicine is changing rapidly and GPs need to draw
on a wide range of information sources to adequately
match medical knowledge to the individual patient.[3]
In a busy everyday practice, the primary obstacles to
information seeking are lack of time or lack of confi-
dence that a relevant answer may be found.[4] GPs
therefore prefer sources that are readily accessible,
applicable to general practice, easy to use and have
high quality.[5] Yet, information sources vary widely.
To take an example, colleagues are often easier to
access than journals, but perhaps not always as accur-
ate.[6] Furthermore, information provided by pharma-
caceutical sales representatives or the like is accessible
to all GPs but is potentially biased.[7]

Previous studies consistently find that colleagues
and textbooks are the most frequently used informa-
tion sources.[5,8,9] However, GPs in single-handed
practices do not have the same access to colleagues
as GPs working in partnership practices, and they
might seek to compensate for this by using other
sources more.

Furthermore, novel research reports an increase in
the use of Internet websites and clinical practice guide-
lines;[10] yet, evidence suggests that GPs aged more
than 50 years use the Internet significantly less than
their younger colleagues.[11] Moreover, young physi-
cians have repeatedly been shown to outperform their
older colleagues on knowledge of and compliance with
clinical guidelines on a variety of topics.[12–15] These
findings suggest that information seeking varies with
age, notably when information is sought in more
recently developed information sources. However, little
research has been devoted to investigating variation in
information-seeking in more classic sources such as col-
leagues and textbooks, etc. Hence, there is a lack of
knowledge of whether GPs in the older age groups
seek less information (and why that may be), or if they
simply prefer other information sources.

Variation in guideline adherence and knowledge
has not only been reported between age groups, but
also between genders. Thus, female physicians appear
to do better than their male colleagues in terms of
knowledge of and adherence to guidelines.[12,16,17]
The question is if this difference applies only to guide-
lines, or if it is related to the use of other information
sources as well, and whether potential discrepancies
between genders can be explained by differences in
the perceived importance of the information sources
available.

Hence, there are good reasons to believe that GPs’
information-seeking behaviour is associated with GP
characteristics. Further insight into this area may allow
us to better target the dissemination of scientific
research and its implementation into clinical practice.
This is important because a fundamental precondition
for delivering high-quality care is to keep up to date
with the evidence and to use the information as an
integrated part of daily patients care.

The objective of this study was to assess GPs’ infor-
mation-seeking behaviour and perceived importance
of medical information sources and to investigate any
associations with GP characteristics.

Methods

Setting

There are two practice forms in Denmark: single-
handed and partnership practices. Both can choose
to work in collaboration, which implies having separate
patient lists and separate economies, but sharing
offices, personnel and/or clinical equipment. All
Danish general practices are fully computerised
with the Internet access and electronic communica-
tion with collaborators in primary and secondary
healthcare.[18]

Besides the already established online medical infor-
mation sources such as Medline and the Cochrane
Library, Danish GPs have had online access to an
“Doctors Handbook”, an online source of evidence-
based medical information, since 2009.[19] Moreover,
updated information on drugs is available online only
[20,21] and has been so since 2010. Participation in continuing medical education meet-
ings and workshops (CME meetings) is voluntary
according to the collective agreement between Danish
GPs and Danish Regions. However, participation in
CME meetings approved by the Organisation of
General Practitioners in Denmark is remunerated by
up to approximately 2000 Euro/year.

Study design and questionnaire

We conducted a cross-sectional survey assessing GPs’
information-seeking behaviour and perceived import-
ance of information sources, as well as implementation
activities in Danish general practices. The results
reported here are from the first part of that survey. On
4 December 2013, questionnaires were distributed
electronically to all GPs in Denmark who had an e-mail
address registered at the Organisation of General
Practitioners in Denmark (approximately 96% of all
GPs in Denmark). A reminder was sent out on 7
January 2014, and the survey closed on 20 February
2014. Participation was voluntary and no financial compensation was given to responders. A flowchart of the study population is presented in Figure 1.

Before the questionnaire was sent out, it was tested in three steps comprising a pre-pilot study involving 14 respondents, a pilot study involving nine GPs and, finally, a qualitative pilot test inspired by “The three-step test interview” [22] that involved five GPs. Minor revisions were made before the questionnaire was distributed.

Measures included in the questionnaire

Information seeking: GPs were asked, “How often do you use the following information sources?” The sources were: GP colleagues, other medical specialists, medical books, medical journals, guidelines from the Danish College of General Practitioners (DCGP), drug information websites and medical websites. Response categories were as follows: daily, weekly, monthly, less frequently or “don’t know.”

Importance of the sources: GPs were asked to rate: “How important are the following sources for you at the moment in order to keep medically updated?” Answers were indicated on a four-point Likert response scale ranging from high importance to no importance of the same list of information sources as stated above. In addition, three information sources were added to this list: refundable CME meetings, non-refundable CME meetings and pharmaceutical sales representatives. These three sources were not included in the measures of frequency of use because they are not as readily accessible as the other sources in everyday clinical practice; nor are they applicable when GPs need to make specific clinical decisions.

Variables

The outcome variables were GPs’ reported use of different sources of information as well as the perceived importance of the various information sources. GP characteristics were used as explanatory variables. Practice form was divided into single-handed, partnership or collaborative practices based on questionnaire answers given by the GPs. Information on age and gender was obtained from the registers of the Organisation of General Practitioners in Denmark.

Statistical analysis

In order to compare the characteristics of the most frequent users with those of the less frequent users, answers were dichotomised into frequent use: yes/no. The median-split approach was applied to ensure an equal distribution between the two groups. Regarding perceived importance, a source was defined as being important to the respondent if the answers “high importance” or “some importance” were given. The answer “don’t know” was considered “not frequently used” or “not important” in the analyses.

Multilevel mixed-effects logit models were used to investigate associations between GP characteristics, and frequent use of information sources and perceived importance of the sources, respectively. Robust cluster estimation was used to account for possible clustering within practices. Both unadjusted and adjusted odds ratios (ORs) were calculated. Adjustments were made for the covariates: gender, age and practice form as presented in Tables 3 and 4, and in addition but not reported herein: status as training practice (yes/no) and GP workload (<37/37–45/>45 h/week). Adjusted ORs were used for the primary analysis and are
presented with 95% confidence intervals in the tables. \( p \) Values \(<0.05\) were considered statistically significant.

STATA release 13.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX) was used for all statistical analyses.

**Results**

**Study population**

A total of 1580 GPs responded (46%) and 1383 (41%) GPs answered all questions in the questionnaire. Women were slightly overrepresented among the respondents as were GPs in the two youngest age groups and GPs working in partnership practices. The characteristics of the study population are presented in Table 1.

**Frequent use of information sources**

Three sources were used daily by 50% or more of the respondents: medical websites, drug information websites and conference with GP colleagues. These three sources were also the most frequent sources reported used on a daily or weekly basis (Table 2).

**Perceived importance of information sources**

Most important were the following: medical websites, refundable CME meetings and DCGP guidelines. With the exception of non-refundable CME meetings and pharmaceutical sales representatives, all of the other sources were perceived as being important by a majority of GPs (Table 2).

**Associations between frequent use of information sources and GP characteristics (Table 3)**

Compared with their younger colleagues, GPs aged more than 44 years were more likely to seek information from medical journals and significantly less likely to seek information frequently from colleagues and other medical specialists, DCGP guidelines and websites.

GPs working in partnerships or collaborative practices were significantly more likely to seek information from GP colleagues than were single-handed GPs. Furthermore, while there was a non-statistically significant tendency towards female GPs to seek information from interpersonal sources more frequently than male GPs (GP colleagues: OR: 0.77 (CI: 0.58–1.01); other specialists: OR: 0.83 (CI: 0.66–1.05)), male GPs were found to be significantly more likely to seek information from medical books than female GPs.

**Associations between the perceived importance of information sources and GP characteristics (Table 4)**

While the frequency of use differed little between genders, male GPs were significantly less likely than their female colleagues to perceive almost all of the sources as being important. However, they were more likely to perceive pharmaceutical sales representatives and non-refundable CME meetings as being important. A similar though non-statistically significant trend was found for practice forms as GPs working in a partnership found that pharmaceutical representatives and non-refundable CME meetings were less important than single-handed GPs did (OR: 0.66 (CI: 0.42–1.03) and OR: 0.79 (CI: 0.57–1.09), respectively). Furthermore, compared with single-handed GPs, GPs in partnership practices found that medical books were significantly less important and that guidelines were significantly more important. Regarding age groups, the differences in perceived importance did not entirely reflect the

---

**Table 1. Study population**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Non-respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>1,057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;45</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–64</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥65</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-handed</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnership</td>
<td>1,118</td>
<td>1,239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aBased on the Organisation of General Practitioners' registers. Note that collaborative practice is not included as it is a self-reported variable and therefore only available in the survey data.*

**Table 2. GPs’ Use and perceived importance of information sources.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Perceived</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Daily/Weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interpersonal sources</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP colleagues</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>1055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other medical specialists</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refundable CME meetings</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-refundable CME meetings</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical representatives</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Printed sources</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical books</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical journals</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCGP guidelines</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Online sources</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug information websites</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>1,044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical websites</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>1,286</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n.a.: not applicable, not included in the questionnaire.
differences found in frequencies of use either, as DCGP guidelines, other medical specialists and GP colleagues were less frequently used by GPs aged more than 44 years, but not perceived as being less important. Nonetheless, the perceived importance reflected the frequency of use for websites and medical journals.

Discussion

Statement of principal findings

Medical websites were used weekly by 91% of the GPs and were thus the most frequently used information source. The second most frequently used information source was conferences with GP colleagues (75%), closely followed by drug information websites (74%). All of the investigated sources were rated as important by a majority of the GPs (range 67–94%), albeit with a few exceptions: pharmaceutical sales representatives (17%) and non-refundable CME-meetings (32%).

Age was the single most important factor in determining the use of information sources, whereas, in rating the sources by importance, gender proved to be the factor associated with most significant differences.

Strengths and weaknesses of the study

Register data and email addresses obtained from the Organisation of General Practitioners in Denmark made it possible to invite approximately 96% of all Danish GPs to participate in the survey and to acquire valid background information on both respondents and non-respondents (gender, age and practice form). This allowed for a qualified evaluation of the representativeness of the study population.

In total, 46% participated in the survey. This raises questions as to the generalisability of the results. If responding GPs are more engaged in information-seeking than non-respondents, there is a risk that the overall use and perceived importance are overestimated in the present study. Moreover, in the association analyses, age, gender and practice form were found to be explanatory factors related to information-seeking. Hence, non-response bias might also affect the results. However, as can be observed from Table 1, the difference between the characteristics of responders and non-responders was not very pronounced and extensive sampling ensured that much of the GP population was, indeed, covered.

Using self-reported data carry a risk of introducing recall and reporting errors. To reduce the risk of reporting errors it was emphasised to the GPs that all
Table 4. Associations between perceived importance\(^a\) of information sources and GP characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>GP colleagues OR adj. (95%CI)</th>
<th>Other medical specialists OR adj. (95%CI)</th>
<th>Refundable CME meetings OR adj. (95%CI)</th>
<th>Non-refundable CME meetings OR adj. (95%CI)</th>
<th>Pharmaceutical representatives OR adj. (95%CI)</th>
<th>Medical books OR adj. (95%CI)</th>
<th>Medical journals OR adj. (95%CI)</th>
<th>DCGP guidelines OR adj. (95%CI)</th>
<th>Drug information websites OR adj. (95%CI)</th>
<th>Medical websites OR adj. (95%CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.45 (0.33–0.63)(^d)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.58–0.98)(^f)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.19–0.52)(^d)</td>
<td>1.36 (1.06–1.73)(^c)</td>
<td>1.57 (1.12–2.21)(^c)</td>
<td>1.18 (0.92–1.51)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.67–1.15)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.17–0.54)(^d)</td>
<td>0.57 (0.39–0.83)(^f)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.38–1.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;45</td>
<td>1.03 (0.67–1.58)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.69–1.42)</td>
<td>1.10 (0.61–1.98)</td>
<td>1.30 (0.93–1.82)</td>
<td>1.03 (0.62–1.70)</td>
<td>1.42 (1.03–1.95)</td>
<td>1.74 (1.22–2.47)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.34–1.38)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.43–1.51)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.09–1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54</td>
<td>1.05 (0.70–1.57)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.54–1.05)</td>
<td>1.38 (0.79–2.43)</td>
<td>1.36 (0.98–1.88)</td>
<td>1.81 (1.14–2.88)</td>
<td>1.77 (1.29–2.42)</td>
<td>2.13 (1.50–3.02)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.39–1.44)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.20–0.62)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.04–0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥65</td>
<td>0.83 (0.47–1.48)</td>
<td>0.63 (0.38–1.04)</td>
<td>1.13 (0.52–2.45)</td>
<td>1.09 (0.65–1.82)</td>
<td>1.92 (0.98–3.78)</td>
<td>1.96 (1.15–3.34)</td>
<td>2.80 (1.52–5.16)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.26–1.57)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.10–0.39)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.01–0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice form</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-handed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnership</td>
<td>2.11 (1.45–3.09)(^d)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.56–1.17)</td>
<td>1.29 (0.75–2.19)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.57–1.09)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.42–1.03)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.47–0.99)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.66–1.44)</td>
<td>1.91 (1.02–3.58)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.64–1.59)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.47–1.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>3.40 (1.84–6.26)(^d)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.49–1.26)</td>
<td>1.04 (0.52–2.06)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.42–1.04)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.53–1.67)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.44–1.15)</td>
<td>1.10 (0.65–1.87)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.35–1.58)</td>
<td>1.72 (0.88–3.38)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.40–2.31)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Perceived importance defined as "high importance" or "some importance" according to the answers given in the questionnaire.

\(^b\)Online sources are defined as only being available online whereas printed sources can exist both in print and online.

\(^c\)Adjusted for gender, age, practice form, workload and status as training practice.

\(^d\)\(p\) value < 0.001.

\(^f\)\(p\) value < 0.05.
data handling would be strictly anonymous, and that the results were expected to benefit the on-going development of general practice.

We do not know whether GPs’ processes of care actually improve as a result of their information-seeking behaviour. However, quality of care measured as guideline adherence has previously been associated with age and gender, which is in line with our results on use and perceived importance of guidelines.

Future studies should focus on confirming reported information-seeking behaviour through observation, and on further assessing associations with quality of care.

**Findings in relation to other studies**

Although other studies also report an increase in the use of online sources,[10,23] the level of use found in this study is considerably higher than the levels previously reported. This may be part of a continuous move towards sources that are more accessible, well developed and easy to use. Moreover, since 2010, drug information websites have been the only available updated resource for drug information in Denmark.

It is well recognised that most of the information that GPs use when seeing patients is obtained from memory.[3] This introduces a risk that the information could be out of date or incorrect.[3] According to the present study, this risk may increase with increasing age as GPs aged more than 44 years less frequently consulted guidelines, drug information websites and medical websites, which, along with medical journals, have the prospects of bearing the most updated information. Furthermore, the first barrier to physicians’ adherence to guidelines is a lack of awareness of these guidelines,[24] and doctors in the youngest age groups have repeatedly been shown to have a better knowledge of guidelines and higher adherence to new recommendations than their older colleagues.[12–15]

Younger doctors’ more frequent use of websites as an information source has also been reported elsewhere.[11,25] However, in the present study, GPs >44 years of age more often sought information from medical journals and found them to be more important in keeping medically updated. Medical journals represent a more detailed and unrefined type of knowledge than guidelines.[26] An explanation for these findings could therefore be that younger and more inexperienced GPs prefer explicit recommendations (third-generation knowledge), whereas more experienced GPs prefer the unrefined types of knowledge (first-generation knowledge). It is equally possible that older GPs prefer journals because they are more familiar to them than online sources of information. Also, GPs aged more than 44 years may not feel the same need as younger GPs for seeking the tacit knowledge provided by colleagues. It should not be forgotten, though, considering the frequency of use of information sources, that GPs in general only search for answers to about one third of all questions that arise during consultation,[8,27] and presumably inexperienced GPs generate more questions than experienced GPs. Hence, inexperienced GPs would naturally more frequently have a need for accessing readily accessible sources like for instance websites and GP colleagues. Nevertheless, the results may indicate the presence of competency traps in general practice, where experienced GPs favour their well-established routines instead of seeking new ones[28] and therefore do not update their medical knowledge to the same extent as young GPs.

We found that GPs in partnership practices have a 17 times higher OR of consulting frequently with GP colleagues than single-handed GPs. Although this difference appears high, it is intuitive. What is not clear is whether the twice as high OR of perceiving that colleagues are an important source, which was found for GPs working in partnership, is due to convenience or because they are believed to be authoritative.

The past decade appears to have seen a substantial decline in GPs’ reliance on the pharmaceutical industry as an important source for keeping medically updated.[10,29] However, a non-statistically significant trend was found that single-handed GPs are less sceptical towards the pharmaceutical industry than GPs working in partnership practice. Together with results from previous research showing that single-handed GPs see pharmaceutical representatives more frequently than GPs working in large partnerships,[30] these findings may imply that, regardless of practice form, GPs require professional discussions and that single-handed GPs have to rely on potentially biased sources[7] to a greater extent than GPs in partnership practices. However, it should be noted that only 17% of all GPs perceived pharmaceutical representatives as an important source of information.

Furthermore, the results of the present study show that male GPs value guidelines and other sources less than females do, which may contribute to explaining previous research findings that female doctors are more inclined to adhere to recommendations than their male colleagues.[12,16,17] Surprisingly, no significant differences in the actual frequency of use in the present study were found to support these previous findings. This indicates that even though male and female
GPs seek information to the same extent their perceptions of information sources affect their adherence to recommendations, which could have consequences for the quality of care provided.

**Meaning of the study**

Three areas deserve extra attention: First, GPs aged more than 44 years do not seek information from colleagues, guidelines, medical websites and drug information websites as frequently as their younger colleagues. Hence, they may be at a higher risk of overlooking new information, including recommendations. Also, today’s focus on developing guidelines and medical websites may not sufficiently consider the information needs of this group of GPs. Second, single-handed GPs may have a need to be provided with better opportunities for professional discussions in their everyday practice. Third, further research is needed regarding men’s and women’s different perceptions of the importance of different information sources and the potential association of these perceptions with the quality of care delivered.

Although these findings are based on data from a Danish population of GPs, it is likely that the results may be applicable to other Western countries, too.

**Conclusions**

GPs’ information-seeking behaviour appears to be evolving concurrently with the development of new information sources. The choice of source as well as the perception of its importance are associated with the GP’s age, gender and practice form. The results of the present study indicate that GP characteristics should be taken into consideration when disseminating scientific medical information to ensure that patients are provided with medically updated, high-quality care.
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